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BLOCO FOGO Committee Meeting  
Monday 22 February 2016 
 

Minutes/Action points 
 
Present: Sarah Boughton(Chair), Belinda Raitt, Jon Pilford (Krankus), Stuart Fox, Cheryl 

Hooker-Blake, Hannah Qureshi, Phil Wond, Geoff Powers, Jan Millen, Dan Noyek, 

Anthony Hacker, Matt Green 

 

Mestres asked to arrive at 8pm after item 2. 

 

1. Appointment of minute-taker: Anthony agreed to take note of actions 

2. Mestres fees: Agreed by unanimous vote to raise Matt and Cheryl’s mestre fees 

to £80 per session. No change currently to Assistant Mestre fees. Mestres 

reminded to submit regular claims, say every three months. 

3. Managing mestres’ workload: Mestres asked to consider refusing gigs if they are 

feeling stretched. Need to manage band expectations on this too. 

4. Minutes of last meeting 30Nov15: Agreed 

5. Actions from last meeting 30Nov15: agenda shows those dealt with. Outstanding 

actions as follows: 

a. Action 3: fishpants replacement Belinda to take on ACTION 1 

b. Action 12: MangoDrum software issue, Matt progressing this. ACTION 2 

c. Action 13: photos at AGM not done. No further action. 

d. Action 18: First Aid Kit been checked and updated. 

6. International trips policy: as only one international trip this year, less of an issue. 

Take no further at present. 

7. Vulnerable adults/contact details: Sarah agreed to look at this further ACTION 3 

8. Team building workshops: to be included in new website, after which we may 

want to be proactive on this. No further action at present. 

9. Beginners workshops and Meninos: Cheryl reported her current planning for 

Meninos, fixed for 8-13 August, firebird theme and lantern, and grant application 

to John Lewis. She wants to develop more web presence. 

10. Actions from AGM 

a. Geoff appointed treasurer, and Hannah and Anthony appointed 

Membership secretaries. No-one prepared to take on Secretary role, so 

action-listing to be rotated. 

b. Grant sources for band activities: Felt this is not needed at present, 

without a specific project to be funded. 

c. Use of dancers at Coburg: Matt to ask Brazilian dancer contacts. ACTION 4 

d. List of first aid trained people to be circulated: Agreed to ask through 

newsletter. ACTION 5. Krankus also expressed interest in First Aid 

Training.  

e. Possible purchase of defibrillator: Anthony reported on the likely expense 

(£800 upwards), and ongoing maintenance/replacement issues. Practically 

it was felt that if kept on the van it would not be near point of use during 

gigs. No further action to be taken. 

f. Headband alternatives: Jan to discuss with Jemma and consider possible 

alternatives including trialling an agreed alternative ACTION 6 

11. New constitution: signed by Belinda (outgoing Chair) and Sarah (incoming Chair). 

To be loaded onto website ACTION 7. 

12. AOB 

a. Flyers for gigs: agreed it would be useful to have distribution point at 

static gigs, no offers to create or for content of such flyers. Krankus to 

look at possible costs of having badges to give away with website details 

on ACTION 8. 

b. Members’ records: how up-to-date are they? It was agreed that adopting a 

method whereby members update their own records would be useful. 
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Alternative TW venue to Forum: Sarah summarised the current position 

about the noise complaint at the Forum, to be mentioned in newsletter, 

together with call for alternative venues ACTION 9.  Discussion around  

current rehearsal format and benefits of single larger space/venue. Matt to 

enquire about Mascalls School, Belinda about TW nightclubs, Cheryl about 

Wendy’s school hall ACTION 10. 

c. Feedback gig advice to Eve: Mestres to gauge how popular certain gigs are 

and let Eve know of any that we’d prefer not to do next time around. 

Ongoing action. 

d. Beater repairs: Sarah reported that a surdo player had remarked on the 

enormous amount of work Krankus had put in to making new beaters for 

the band. Krankus was thanked for this. 

e. Band choreography: Stuart raised that it is variable and needs 

improvement. Matt and Cheryl agreed to concentrate on this before 

Coburg. Ongoing action. 

f. Assistant mestre role: Dan asked whether this role was still valued and 

Committee agreed it was useful to have someone at rehearsal who can 

help with specific drums. 

g. Djembes vs timbas: general preference for timbas as a better sound, Matt 

and Cheryl agreed. Mestres to explore whether djembes can be sold and 

timbas bought at nil net cost to the band.  ACTION 11. 

13. Dates of next meetings: to be roughly April, August and November. Sarah to 

circulate three alternatives for each, to get majority view. ACTION 12. 

 

 

 

ACTION 1: Fishpants replacement options to be sourced (Belinda) 

ACTION 2: Resolve software problems with MangoDrum with a view to integrating into 

existing Members’ section of website (Matt) 

ACTION 3: Vulnerable Adults/Contact details explore options (Sarah) 

ACTION 4: Contact possible Coburg dancers (Matt) 

ACTION 5: Ask for first-aid trained people through newsletter (Sarah) 

ACTION 6: Develop alternative headband options and agree trial alternative (Jan, 

Jemma) 

ACTION 7: New constitution on to website (Sarah) 

ACTION 8: Cost of badge printing with BF logo and website (Krankus) 

ACTION 9: Current Forum situation and call for alternatives in newsletter (Sarah) 

ACTION 10: Alternative rehearsal venues to be explored (Matt, Belinda, Cheryl) 

ACTION 11: Pursue sale of djembes and purchase of timbas at nil net cost to band 

(Mestres) 

ACTION 12: Circulate alternative dates for next three Committee meetings (Sarah) 

 

 


